A component-based simulation framework is a favorable choice for many multi-scale simulations, which requires dedicated coupling to support flexible data communication/exchange between components, computational parallelism and on-demand dynamic load balancing. In this paper, authors first present the considerations in the course of design and implementation of a coupling component to support integrated parallel multimodeling. Then, authors use an integrated ecological modeling case, as a part of the Across Trophic Level System Simulation (ATLSS) for the ecological restoration projects in the Everglades of South Florida, to demonstrate the practical application of such component in real-world simulations. In the case study, we illustrated the internal data flow between the ecological models and the performance enhancement of the integrated simulation via the coupling component.
Introduction
Component-Based Architectures represents a major shift in the current IT industry from the traditional software development paradigm. Evolved from object management approaches, the component model (such as Component Object Model (COM) and Interface Definition Language (IDL)) enables a plug and play, solution integration alternative to the customdevelopment oriented, design, code, and test development methodology. Parallel to the situation in IT industry, scientific computing community also has huge demand on software integration on high performance computational platform. As the understanding of system processes has increased, scientific computer models have become more sophisticated, which may require high performance computing [1, 2] . This is particularly true of situations in which the management actions have implications at multiple spatial and temporal scales, for which multimodels, utilizing linked sets of models of different mathematical form, are appropriate [8] . Therefore it is not surprise to see that scientific computing community to transform the solution development life cycle processes to gain the promised benefits of component-based architecture: shorter time to solution, lower risk, modular and adaptive systems. Authors think that major tasks towards componentbased parallel simulations include: 1) uniform interface design and 2) efficient data exchange. There are several ongoing projects which are targeting uniform interface design, including Common Component Architecture Project (www.cca-forum.org) and Earth Simulation Modeling Framework (www.esmf.ucar.edu). But there is relatively rare reports on the design of efficient data exchange on high performance computational platforms via reconsidering communication protocols, data structures, and message-passing interface (MPI) functionality encapsulation.
In this research, a component-based parallel simulation framework was first presented to demonstrate the role of coupling component in the context of integrate parallel mutlimodeling. After that, several necessary considerations were analyzed in the design and implementation of a coupling component. Finally, we use a practical ecological multimodeling package to illustrate how the coupling component developed enhance the overall simulation performance.
General simulation framework for component-based parallel multimodeling
The generic parallel simulation framework we developed consists of several basic components, including individual models, coupling component, and a simulation driver. We describe herein the structure and functionality of each components, and later use an ecosystem modeling package to demonstrate the detailed data flow via coupling component.
Simulation driver
The simulation driver controls the simulation framework. The main tasks of the simulation driver are to (i) instantiate the model and coupling components, and (ii) create separate communication domains for both parallel computations (if necessary) and data exchanges via coupling component.
Individual model component
In the simulation framework, an individual model is essentially a wrapper for each existing model (sequential or parallel), which with three functions: initialization, simulation and finalization. The initialization function is designed to start necessary I/O operations, set up initial variables for simulation, as well as reconfigure its internal message-passing communicator if parallel computation is required. The simulation function carries out all computation tasks, as well as invokes communication functionality provided by coupling component for data exchange. The finalization function is used to close I/O operations and deallocate memory. A master-slave computational scheme is adopted in all parallel model component in which I/O operations are handled by the master process only to achieve high performance computing on all slave (computational) processes.
Coupling component
Coupling component is another essential part of integrated simulations. Coupling component is designed to enable efficient, reliable data exchange between individual model components using flexible data exchange protocols and appropriate data preparation procedures. In parallel multimodeling, it is essential to implement the capability of a multi-way exchange of information between individual model components running on separate processors(or communicators in an MPI term). This allows individual model components to exchange and share information. The coupling component also functions as a repository for transferring data from one model component to another. A separate dedicated processor will serve as a managing depot for all data, effectively removing the burden of information management and data broadcasting from the processors that run individual model simulations. Each individual model component uses an Exchange Object (an object inside coupling component) which is a generic construct containing the data that will be transferred through the lifecycle of the simulation. The Exchange Object also acts as a communicating agent, encapsulating the MPI communication operations behind a simple API. See the following section for the design considerations of our coupling component, called as Coupler.
3 Structure and functionality of coupling component
The main functionality of our Couper are 1) to link the model component by providing efficient data communication channels (via Exchange Object); 2) to expedite the data exchange between model components by providing uniform data processing interfaces (via dataprocessing object); 3) to enhance the simulation throughout by providing intermediate data repository/buffers.
Data exchange operations
One of the major design objectives of the Coupler is to manage the information from each model component and provides multi-way communication and transfer of data. Therefore, each model component will has the ability to decide when to communicate with the Coupler at any point during execution. This can be achieved via its communicating objects (Exchange Object), which adheres to a simple protocol for the purpose of passing data and messages. Technically, the Coupler accomplishes this by using a request and response communication cycle. A typical interaction will first involve an Exchange Object making a request to the Coupler. The Coupler reacts by dispatching the request and sending a response to continue the operation to the calling Exchange Object. Valid operations depend on the execution state of the Coupler. If an error is encountered, an invalid operation is requested or parameters are invalid, the Coupler will inform the requesting Exchange Object of the problem in its response to the initial request. There are several response codes defined that are returned to the requesting object in the response from the Coupler.
The Coupler has four execution modes: Registration, Running, Suspended, and Shutdown. Each execution mode has an associated subset of valid operations. Upon instantiated by the simulation driver, Coupler enters registration mode. It will remain in registration mode until all of the Exchange Objects have issued a register request to the Coupler. In the registration state, the Coupler will only accept requests for registration. After registration has completed, the Coupler moves into a running state. In this mode, it will accept any request except for a registration or a resume request. 
Data preparation
Difficulties in integrated simulation also stem from the mismatches in data format and complexity associated each individual model components. For example, model components may use different computational meshes and adopt different timesteps. A convenient solution to the problems is to design data conversion library to expedite the data conversion between different meshes, and to define common virtual data handling interface which allow user to implement the actual algorithms for data aggregation, selection and/or filtering between any individual model component (Section 4.3.1 presents a good sample.). It is also a good idea to provide data buffers for individual model components which involve with data exchange procedure, therefore those intermediate data can be queued and placed into the Exchange Object for transmission when it is requested. Individual model components write their initial exchange data to a buffer along with other relevant information such as a timestamp associated with the data. When the communication cycle is reached, an data object is removed from this buffer, placed into the Exchange Object, and deposited into the Coupler.
Data repository and internal buffering of the Coupler
Buffering of the model data helps average the inherent differences present in computational speed between individual model component. Beside the extra buffers used in the course of data preparation (see above section 3.2), the Coupler has an internal buffering mechanism that allows data from any model to be deposited into it as soon as the data becomes available and, assuming the data has been deposited, extracted as needed by individual components.
The internal buffering system of the Coupler is comprised of a centralized Data Objects list, which oversees the management of the data that is present in the Coupler at any time, and a collection of virtual buffers, which keep reference to data stored in the central buffer. The Data Objects list is a collection of smart pointers that keep record of where the exchanged data is stored in memory, the size of the data, and the number clients that are interested in probing or requesting the deposited data. As objects are deposited into the Coupler, they are placed in the Data Objects buffer. Each entry in the data objects list is keyed off of the memory location of the transferred data that it is storing. Next, the Coupler determines which registered objects are interested in the data that has just been deposited. Each registered client Exchange Object has one virtual buffer for each model that is interested in the data it broadcasts. Entries in the virtual buffers point back to real data that is stored in the Data Objects buffer. For each registered client Exchange Object that is interested in an incoming data transfer, an entry in a virtual buffer is generated which points back to the entry in the main Data Objects buffer. The correct virtual buffer is selected by first determining the rank of the exchange object from which the deposit request was made. Next the rank of the Exchange Object interested in the data is used to reference the virtual buffer. Data that has been deposited in the Data Objects buffer will remain valid and present in memory as long as an interested client maintains a reference to it in one of its virtual buffers. Once the number of clients interested in a given data object reaches zero, the Coupler assumes the data is no longer valid, removes the data from the buffer and frees the associated memory. Virtual buffer entries are only removed when a get operation is performed and the requested data is extracted from the Coupler and delivered into the requesting Exchange Object. Fig.2 illustrates the layout of the internal buffering system.
Exchange scheduling via the Coupler
The Coupler is also capable of enforcing the exchange orders between models via its centralized centralized Data Objects list and collection of virtual buffer. Since the Coupler provides a uniform interface for all kind of the requests (Put, Probe and Get) from all models, the synchronizations (if needed )be- 
tween models need to be implemented implicitly via Probe requests. For the purpose of demonstration, we first consider a very simple scenario: At each given step, Model A need data from Model C produced at previous step, Model B needs data from Model A, and Model C needs data from Model B. Fig.3 illustrates the exchange order among these three models.
As shown in the Fig.3 , the execution order within each models at each step is fixed, that is Probe, Get and Put. After Put A(n-1), Model A is seating in Probe C(n-1) until Model C finishes Put C(n-1), then Model A is free to go in this step. Similarly, after Put B(n-1), Model B is seating in Probe A(n) until Model A finishes Put A(n), and Model C is seating in Probe B(n) until the Model B finishes Put B(n).
Now we consider another scenario: Model B and C are same models with different parameters, both of them need and change the data from Model A. And the execution order of Model B and C should not be controlled. Fig.4 illustrates the exchange order among these three models. In detail, we made following changes comparing to Fig.3: 1. Model A: (i) change Probe C(n-1) to Probe B(n-1) and C(n-1), this operation checks the availability of B(n-1) and C(n-1); (ii) change Get C(n-1) to Get B(n-1) or C(n-1), this operation get the newer data between B(n-1) or C(n-1);
2. Model B: (i) change Probe A(n) to Probe A(n) or C(n), this operation check the availability of either A(n) or C(n), if A(n) is exist, change its tag to C(n); (ii) change Get A(n) to Get C(n), this operation get the actual data A(n) since the tag of A(n) is now C(n);
3. Model C: (i) change Probe B(n) to Probe A(n) or B(n), this operation check the availability of either A(n) or B(n), if A(n) is exist, change its tag to B(n).
A case study: Component-based Ecological Multimodeling Package
In this section, we present an integrated ecosystem multi-modeling package, Across Trophic Level System Simulation (ATLSS), to demonstrate the working procedure, the internal data flow and the performance enhancements of the Coupler. ATLSS has been designed to assess the effects on key biota of alternative water management plans for the regulation of water flow across the Everglades landscape. The conceptual model for ATLSS is based on the trophic structure of consumption, who eats who, across the landscape. Organisms are related energetically as members of a food chain -a series of organisms that eat one another. (See www.atlss.org for more information). Although the models within ATLSS use various modeling approaches to simulate different species, the software structure of each model is similar: each consists of three components -the Landscape library, Date library and Model engine. All models within ATLSS use a landscape library to handle the spatial patterns (maps) of ecosystem components generally derived from a geographic information system (GIS). In ATLSS, a Date library provides a set of functions for manipulating dates. Those functions include setting and retrieving dates, incrementing and decrementing dates by a specified time interval, taking the difference of two dates, determining whether one date is later than another, and computing the day of year of a given date. The Model engine of each ATLSS model executes three phases: initialization, computation and finalization. In the process of initialization, the model uses configuration files to find appropriate input files (ecological parameters and geoinformation data). All outputs are produced in the finalization phase, which includes several geo-information datasets created by the Landscape library. Especially, the integrated simulation of two tightly ecological models, Parallel Across Landscape Fish model (PALFISH) and Spatially Explicit Species Index model for Wading Bird (SESIWB), is presented.
The description of two ecological models: PALFISH and SESIWB
PALFISH is a parallel, age-structured population model for freshwater fish functional groups in South Florida. PALFISH includes two main subgroups (small planktivorous fish and large piscivorous fish), structured by size. In the complex integrated system of ATLSS, PALFISH is an important link to the higher level landscape models, since it provides a food base for several wading bird models. The study area for PAL-FISH modeling contains approximately 111,000 landscape cells, with each cell 500m on a side. Each landscape cell has two basic types of area: marsh and pond. The fish population simulated by PALFISH is size-structured and is divided into two functional groups: small and large fishes. Both of these groups appear in each of the marsh and pond areas. Each functional group in each area is further divided into several fish categories according to age, and each age class has 6 size classes. The fish population in each cell is summarized using the total fish density (or biomass density) within that cell. Each cell, as an element of the landscape matrices, contains an array of floating-point numbers representing individual fish density of various age classes. The length of the array corresponds to the number of age classes for that functional group. In PALFISH, spatial and temporal fluctuations in fish populations are driven by a number of factors, especially the water level. Fluctuations in water depth, which affect all aspects of the trophic structure in the Everglades area, are provided through an input hydrology data file for each timestep throughout the execution of the model. Major concerns associated with PALFISH include its long runtime. The average runtime of PALFISH is around 2-3 hours (using all processors of the 14-CPU 400 MHz Sun Enterprise 4500) for a typical 31-year simulation (See [7, 5, 4] for more information on the parallel implementation and performance of PALFISH.
SESIWB is one of a family of landscape-based, spatially explicit species index (SESI) models, developed to assess the impact of management scenarios on habitat conditions of different species in South Florida. They provide a relatively easy method of comparing species responses to environmental conditions than more complex approaches such as process models, size-structured population model and individualbased models. Currently, SESIWB produces an index map of the annual quality of foraging-conditions for long-legged wading birds. The stand-alone SESIWB model uses topographic and hydrological data provided by the South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD) and vegetation data provided by the Florida Gap Analysis project. The spatial resolution of the SFWMD data is 3.2 km by 3.2 km (2 by 2 miles). The outputs of SESIWB include a visual representation of the landscape with color-coded values assigned to each cell and a time series of the mean overall index attained each year under each hydrologic scenario (see [3] for more information on SESIWB). An integrated simulation allow us to investigate is whether the addition of complexity in linking the complete ALFISH dynamic to SESIWB produces more accurate projections of wading bird forging condition than SESIWB would provide alone. 
Computational Platform and software
The computational platforms used in this research is a Sun Microsystem Enterprise 4500 symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) configured with 14 400MHz Sun Ultra Sparc II processors, which is a part of the Scalable Intercampus Research Grid (or SInRG, icl.cs.utk.edu/sinrg) at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. Each processor has a 16KB instruction cache and a 16KB data cache on chip, plus an 8MB external cache for high performance computation. The entire system has 10 GB main memory and is connected via a 3.2 GB/s system bus. The total storage capacity of this system is 1.5 Terabytes. An implementation of the MPI standard library, LAM-MPI (www.lammpi.org), was selected to support messagepassing in the parallel implementations.
Data exchange between PAL-FISH/SESIWB models
The general configuration for two parallel ecological models is demonstrated in Fig. 5 . The simulation driver instantiates three components (i.e. PALFISH, SESIWB and the Coupler), and three MPI communicators; among these communicators, two are mainly used for model simulation, while the other is used to support data exchange. There are process overlaps between these communicators (i.e., P0 and P2), which can be used to move data from one communicator (PALFISH or SESIWB domain) to another (Exchange domain). Figure 6 . data exchange code segments in the integrated simulation
Data preparation
PALFISH generates detailed fish densities (in 65 age classes, each with 6 size classes for each 500m by 500m spatial cell. The time step of PALFISH is 5 days, producing over 450 GB for a typical 35-year simulation using single precision floating-point computation. On the other hand, SESIWB utilizes much coarser information on fish densities, ignoring most size/age differences, on a 1-day time step. Currently, a binning function is used to classify the fish information into 8 groups, each having ecological significance to longlegged wading birds. In the PALFISH simulation, all computational processors execute the binning function on their own partial landscape, and then send those data to the master processor. The master processor, in turn, push those data (along with timestamps and other meta information) into its own data buffers for transmission. Fig. 7 (A) shows the output for one year of the SESIWB using a particular hydrologic scenario.The foraging condition index values (ranging from 0 to 1, with 1 indicating optimal foraging conditions) provide a method to compare wading bird foraging conditions spatially for any one scenario, as well as between different scenarios for a particular simulation period. Fig. 7 (B) shows output for the ALFISH model, using the same hydrological scenario, of the fish densities on April 1 of the same data year. Data similar to those shown in the Fig.  7 (B) , produced by PALFISH throughout the breeding season, are used by the SESIWB to produce the results in Fig. 7 (A) .
Data exchange implementation

Selected model outputs
Performance enhancement via the coupling component
In this section, we presents results to evaluate the performance enhancement via the Coupler. We first describe an approach using static exchange routines, which is our first implementation to support the data exchange between PALFISH and SESIWB.
Static exchange approach
It is also possible to adopt static point-to-point message-passing primitives, provided by MPI, to strictly synchronize the simulation progress between the two components. [9] . The exchange communication cycle of this simulation requires the deposit transfers from PALFISH to be followed by extractions to SESIWB. The cycle repeats until the simulation has completed. This approach forces a model to block and wait if the exchange process has not reached the portion of the communication cycle with which it interacts. The performance of this kind of simulation provide basic information against which we can compare the performance of the Coupler.
Performance comparison
Compared with the static exchange approach, the Coupler allows the PALFISH code to deposit data into the Coupler as it becomes available. The parallel AL-FISH model now can deposit data immediately and advance to the next cycle of computation. This is possible because the PALFISH code no longer has to wait on a dedicated portion of the exchange communication cycle. Fig.8 illustrates the performance of both approaches to data exchange over a 6-year simulation period. This figure reveals an increasing performance advantage of the Coupler as the number of processors available for the PALFISH model to utilize also increases. This is presumably true because decreasing the amount of parallelism in the PALFISH model increases the models compute time. The Coupler exhibits speed gain by allowing the parallel fish code to advance its execution instead of waiting for the SESIWB code to complete its synchronization. As the execution time for the PALFISH simulation increases, the opportunity to exploit what was previously blocking time diminishes.
With the Coupler in place, the PALFISH model spends less time waiting for communication operations, mostly blocking MPI calls, to complete. Instead, the PALFISH model may now use this gained time to advance the execution of the computations. Fig.9 contrasts the calculation and computation times from the perspective of the PALFISH model communicating to the Coupler for both exchange approaches over a 6-year simulation. This figure illustrates that the performance gain of the new Coupler for the SESIWB/PALFish simulation is dependent on the speed at which the PAL-FISH executes. Communication time is nearly equivalent when the parallel code is run on 6 processors. However when run on 14 processors, the new Coupler spends less time communicating. The new Cou- pler spends less time communicating because it is no longer required to block until an MPI communication call completes. The old static approach to the Coupler spends more time communicating because it will block on an MPI communication call until the current exchange cycle is complete. As the number of processors decreases, the amount of time that the new Coupler can utilize for operations other than communication also decreases. This occurs because the computation time for the PALFish code increases. Fig.10 illustrates throughput of the exchanged information as implemented in the SESIWB/PALFish simulation.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have presented our experience on the design and implementation of a coupling component to support parallel component-based multi- Figure 10 . Performance comparison 3: Exchange throughput of the couping component modeling, which, we believe, is an favorable approach to integrate software models from a verity of scientific computing research fields and to take advantage of the computing capacity provided by today's highperformance computers. In this paper, we also use an integrated ecological modeling, a part of ATLSS for South Florida Everglades Ecosystem Restoration, to illustrate the internal data flow and to demonstrate the associated performance enhancement via the coupling component. It is obvious that a better design and implementation of the coupling component will not only increase the performance of the integrated multimodling simulation, but the key element for scalable largescale component-based simulations.
Future work includes the development of a management system to monitor and control the data exchange traffic through the coupling component, so that, user can better "steer" the integrated simulations. In the course of large-scale integrated simulations with many individual components, it is maybe necessary to develop a hierarchically-structured coupling component for better data exchanges and preparations. Ultimately, affiliated databases may also be needed for better management of those exchange data objects. In addition, a monitoring system attached to the coupling component will act as a useful utility for performance monitoring and visualization of componentbased integrated simulations. As far as the application to ecological multimodel, continuous efforts will focus on further development of data preparation functions for integration with other individual model components (such as vegetation model and fire model), a spatial optimal control component and an Geographic Information System (GIS) enabled management component [10] as well as affiliated grid service modules [6] .
